
UC for Real People

Logitech has partnered with Cisco® to offer a range of Cisco compatible UC tools that are so 
intuitive, people actually love to use them, enabling enhanced collaboration and productivity.

Logitech is the first and only company to develop a new way to control the Jabber® collaboration 
experience. This solution, the UC Solution for Cisco 725-C, fits the ever-shrinking desktop so it’s 
perfect for small workspaces, hot desking and cubicles. This UC keyboard combo brilliantly 
integrates voice, video and messaging into a keyboard and makes it easy to collaborate while 
staying productive. The result: a better UC adoption rate within organizations.

Logitech helps unleash Cisco productivity and collaboration with intuitive designs  
that are good for people and good for business.

Experience the difference that Logitech brings to 

Cisco® UC clients and IP phones

The Logitech UC Portfolio



DESCRIPTION KEY FEATURES

Webcam C930e
Part No.: 960-000971
MSRP: $129.99

The most advanced business 
webcam yet, features the 
widest field-of-view and is 
the first to support H.264/
SVC 1.5 for optimized video 
processing.

HD Resolution:  1080p with 30 frames per second

Field of View:  90-degrees

Microphone:  Built-in dual stereo mics with automatic noise reduction

Dimensions & Weight:  94 x 43 x 71 mm;  3.7 x 1.7 x 2.8 in;  162 g/5.7 oz

C920-C Webcam
Part No.: 960-000945
MSRP: $119.99

Designed exclusively for  
Cisco, this professional HD 
webcam seamlessly  
integrates with Cisco 
solutions to bring face-to-
face communication to the 
collaboration experience.

HD Resolution:  1080p with 30 frames per second

Field of View:  78-degree field of view with true widescreen

Microphone:  Built-in dual stereo mics with automatic noise reduction

Dimensions & Weight:  126 x 73 x 45 mm;  5.0 x 2.9 x 1.8 in (incl. clip);  170 g/6.0 oz

B910 HD Webcam
Part No.: 960-000683
MSRP: $74.99

Perfect for high-quality 
individual desktop video 
conferencing. Meet face- 
to-face without leaving  
the desk. 

HD Resolution:  720p with 30 frames per second

Field of View:  78-degrees

Microphone:  Stereo wideband audio with 2 omnidirectional microphones

Dimensions & Weight:  96 x 34 x 80 mm;  3.78 x 1.34 x 3.15 in (incl. clip);  80 g/2.82 oz

B525 HD Webcam
Part No.: 960-000841
MSRP: $59.99

Ideal for individual mobile  
video conferencing with  
a compact, foldable  
360-degree swivel design.

HD Resolution:  720p with 30 frames per second

Field of View:  69-degrees

Microphone:  1 omnidirectional microphone

Dimensions & Weight:  68.5 x 29 x 40.4 mm;  2.7 x 1.14 x 1.59 in (incl. clip);  88 g/3.10 oz

UC Webcams for Face-to-Face Collaboration

ConferenceCams for Group Video Conferencing

DESCRIPTION KEY FEATURES

ConferenceCam CC3000e
Part No.: 960-000982
MSRP: $999.99

Turn any meeting space 
into a video-enabled 
collaboration place. By using 
your familiar computing 
environment and UC 
application of choice, the 
CC3000e is plug-and-
play and easy to deploy. 
Workgroups of 6-10 people 
can now experience the 
productivity benefits of 
crystal-clear face-to-face 
communication.

HD Resolution:  1080p with 30 frames per second

Field of View:  90-degree FOV, 260-degree pan and 130-degree tilt with a 10x lossless zoom

Speakerphone and Mic:  Built-in dual stereo mics with automatic noise reduction

Controls:  Dockable remote control and on-device touch controls for pan, tilt, zoom, call answer/hang up, volume up/down, 
mute, Bluetooth® pairing, far-end control and camera preset plus a LCD display.

Connectivity:  USB plug-and-play and Bluetooth® audio connectivity with NFC pairing

Dimensions & Weight:  Camera: 130 x 130 x 150mm; 5.12 x 5.12 x 5.91 in; 590g / 20.81oz. Speakerphone: 240 x 240 x 68 mm;  
9.45 x 9.45 x 2.68 in; 810g / 28.57oz. Hub: 95 x 74 x 34 mm; 3.74 x 2.91 x 1.34in; 50g / 1.76oz.
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DESCRIPTION KEY FEATURES

Wireless Headset H820e
Dual Part No.: 981-000516
MSRP: $199.99
Mono Part No.: 981-000511
MSRP: $179.99

Enterprise-grade DECT  
wireless headset. In-call LED 
light, on-boom mute button  
and LED mute indicator light. 

Wearing Style:  Available in mono and dual styles; padded and adjustable headband, padded earpiece(s)

Range:  Up to 100m (more than 300-ft.)

Battery Life/Talk Time:  Up to 10 hours of wideband talk time. Charging base included.

Audio Controls:  On-ear answer/end, volume up/down buttons, on-boom mute button and indicator light

Dimensions & Weight:  174 x 165 x 50 mm; 6.75 x 6.5 x 2 in; Dual 128 g/4.5 oz; Mono 88 g/3.1 oz

USB Headset H650e
Stereo Part No.: 981-000518
MSRP: $89.99
Mono Part No.: 981-000513
MSRP: $79.99

Delivers DSP enterprise-
quality audio and user-
friendly features like a 
clever in-call LED light that 
minimizes interruptions.

Wearing Style:  Available in mono and stereo styles; padded and adjustable headband, padded earpiece(s)

Range:  7.16-ft. (2.2 m) cable

Battery Life/Talk Time:  Unlimited (USB wired connectivity provides constant power)

Audio Controls:  Quick access in-line controller for call answer/end, volume up/down and mute button

Dimensions & Weight:  174 x 165 x 50 mm; 6.75 x 6.5 x 2 in;  Stereo 120 g/4.2 oz; Mono 93 g/3.3 oz

B530 USB Headset
Part No.: 981-000335
MSRP: $49.99

Perfect for Internet calling  
and video conferencing on  
any budget.

Wearing Style:  Adjustable, padded over-the-head headband with pivoting ear cups 

Range:  8-ft. (2.43 m) cable

Battery Life/Talk Time:  Unlimited (USB wired connectivity provides constant power)

Audio Controls:  On-ear controls for answering and ending calls, adjusting the volume and muting the microphone

Dimensions & Weight:  170 x 180 x 68 mm;  6.7 x 7.1 x 2.7 in;  92 g/3.2 oz

Mobile Speakerphone P710e
Part No.: 980-000741
MSRP: $169.99

Transform any workspace  
into an instant conference 
room. Delivers DSP 
enterprise-quality audio, 
portability, and second-
screen flexibility with  
an integrated mobile  
device stand.

Connectivity:  USB and Bluetooth® with NFC pairing

Device Stand:  Positions a mobile phone or tablet at just the right angle for shake-free video calls.

Battery Life/Talk Time:  Up to 15 hours

Audio Controls:  Touch controls for answer/end, volume up/down, mute

Dimensions & Weight:  120 x 120 x 40 mm; 4.75 x 4.75 x 1.5 in;  275 g / 9.7 oz

UC Audio for Distraction-Free Communication

UC Keyboard Combo for the Shrinking Desk
DESCRIPTION KEY FEATURES

UC Solution for Cisco 725-C
Combo Part No.: 920-004938
MSRP: $269.99
Keyboard Only 
Part No.: 920-004200
MSRP: $149.99
Webcam Only 
Part No.: 960-000945
MSRP: $119.99

This revolutionary combo 
integrates Cisco Jabber™  
voice, video and messaging 
seamlessly in one streamlined 
desktop solution.

Keyboard UC Control Buttons:  Voicemail messages, select handset, select headset, select speakerphone, call hold,  
answer/hang-up, video mute, audio mute, volume up/down

Keyboard LCD:  Two-line display, 40 character LCD

Mouse:  Wireless; advanced optical tracking; Unified Technology USB connectivity

Webcam:  HD 1080p2; 78-degree FOV; UVC H.264

Dimensions & Weight:  Keyboard: 442 x 162 x 32 mm; 17.4 x 6.4 x 1.2 in; 0.9 kg / 29.2 oz
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Logitech Inc. 7600 Gateway Blvd. Newark, CA 95460

1  See www.logitech.com/ciscocompatibility for the latest version
2 Supported video modes vary by application.

© 2014 Logitech. Logitech, the Logitech logo and other Logitech marks are owned by Logitech and may be registered. All other trademarks are the property of their respective 
owners. Logitech assumes no responsibility for any errors that may appear in this publication. Product, pricing and feature information contained herein is subject to change  
without notice.

Are you an enterprise deploying Cisco Jabber™?  
You may qualify for a Logitech UC product trial. 

Apply at www.logitech.com/cisco or www.info.logitech.com/CiscoJabberTrial 
Learn more at: www.logitech.com/cisco

To order contact your reseller, or call us at 800-308-8666




